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J/Fiction
Anderson

Whales on Stilts by M. T. Anders
188 pages
Racing against the clock, shy middle school Lily and her best friend must foil the plot of her
father’s conniving boss to conquer the world with an army of whales.

J/Fiction
Ball

Blast Off! By Nate Ball
143 pages
Fourth grader Zack McGee’s plans for the new school year change drastically when a tiny
blue alien crashes into his bedroom and asks for help to return to his home world.

J/Fiction
Barrows

The Magic Half by Annie Barrows
211 pages
Mira Gill feels left out in her family because she is not a twin. Things change when she
travels back in time to 1935 and discovers her own lost twin.

J/Fiction
Cohen

Alex and the Amazing Time Machine by Rich Cohen
161 pages
Alex is a pretty ordinary kid, except for the fact that his IQ borders on genius and he loves
to read books on vortexes and time travel. But when two angry men kidnap his big brother,
Alex’s life changes fast.

J/Fiction
Jeffrey

Max Quick: the Pocket and the Pendant by Mark Jeffrey
294 pages
Young Max, a troubled boy with a mysterious past, joins two other youths, unaffected when
the rest of the world was frozen in time, on a journey across America—and time itself—
seeking the source of the “Time-stop.”

J/Fiction
Gaiman

Fortunately, The Milk by Neil Gaiman
101 Pages
While picking up milk for his children's cereal, a father is abducted by aliens and finds
himself on a wild adventure through time and space.

J/Fiction
Hurd

Bongo Fishing by Thacher Hurd
233 pages
Berkeley, California middle-schooler Jason Jameson has a close encounter of the fun kind
when Sam, a bluish alien from the Pleiades, arrives in a 1960 Dodge Dart spaceship and
invites Jason to go fishing.

J/Fiction
Mass

Pi in the Sky by Wendy Mass
244 pages
Joss is the seventh son of the Supreme Overlord of the Universe. His older brothers help
his dad rule the cosmos, but all Joss gets to do is deliver pies. Of course, these pies
actually hold the secrets of the universe between their buttery crusts.
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J/Fiction
Nelson

Herbert’s Wormhole by Peter Nelson
292 pages
When almost-sixth-grader Alex, a video game fanatic, is forced on a "playdate" with his
neighbor Herbert, an inventor, the two travel to the twenty-second century and face off
against aliens, who are not as nice as most people think.

J/Fiction
Paulsen

The Time Hackers by Gary Paulsen
87 pages
When someone uses futuristic technology to play pranks on twelve year old Dorso
Clayman, he and his best friend set off on a supposedly impossible journey through space
trying to stop the gamesters who are endangering the universe.

J/ Fiction
Ransom

Time Spies, a series by Candice Ransom
Mattie, Alex, and Sophie Chapman are sure that living in a bed and breakfast in the
country will be boring. But then they discover a hidden room, a mysterious postcard, and
a magical spyglass and suddenly life will never be boring again!

J/Fiction
Searles

Lost Planet by Rachel Searles
372 pages
Chase Garrety awakens on a planet he doesn’t know and with a face he doesn’t recognize.
His life up to now is a complete blank. His adventure across the planets of the Federation
garners him new friends, old enemies, and more problems than he knows what to do with.

J/Fiction
Service

Alien Encounter by Pamela Service
146 pages
Alien agent Zack travels to Roswell, New Mexico, to search for an alien boy who has
stolen a spaceship in order to find his missing father, who crashed near Roswell in 1947.

J/Chapter
O’Ryan

Hello, Nebulon! by Ray O’Ryan
115 pages
Moving is always hard, especially when you are 8 years old and your new home is a new
planet! The year is 2120 and Zack and his family are moving to Nebulon.

J/Chapter
Scieszka

Knights of the Kitchen Table by Jon Scieszka
55 pages
When Joe, Fred, and Sam are sent back in time by a magic book, they find themselves
face-to-face with giants, dragons, wizards, and the Knights of the Round Table.

J/Chapter
Sparkes

Spider Stampede by Ali Sparkes
104 pages
While seeking their lost dog, Piddle, twins Josh and Danny encounter their next-door
neighbor, Petty Potts, a mad scientist whose SWITCH spray accidentally turns them
into spiders.

